ERRATA – The corrections listed below could be expected to have an impact on the understanding of the content in this thesis.

Page 112: Table 6:7; In the principal’s views of internal collaboration forms (Cf, Int.) the view type (A) shall be corrected to view type (B).

Page 116: Table 6:8; In the principals’ views of internal collaboration forms (Cf, Int.) the view type (A) shall be corrected to view types (A B).

Page 119: Table 6:9; In the principal’s views of internal collaboration forms (Cf, Int.) the view type (A) shall be corrected to view types (A B).

Page 128: Line 5; A2 shall be corrected to L2.

Page 130: Reference; The reference to Miles and Ekholm in the middle of the page shall be corrected to (Miles & Ekholm, 1991).